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Local resident
MEGSHIPLEY endy threatened a friend the previous
from Campus
an information check on Farley he physical violencelencemtheln Lewis Lounege
weekend Rumors about Farleys
criminal record have since proved to
be unfounded
I had heard that Farley had
been making threats to other students
and trying to start fights amongst
other things said Yancy Edwards
09 who was at the apartment The
residents of the Acland had heard
about this guy They felt that it was
best ifwe called security we had heard
that he was wanted for questioning
by them
Daniel Gajcwski 09 who was
also at the apartment said that he and
several other football players blocked
the door to prevent Farley from leaving
once security was called With six
men all weighing 260- plus pounds
blocking the door Farley stayed
inside he said
Staff Reporter
Students attending a party before
Phling at the Acland Apartments last
Saturday night were witness to a dra-
matic scene at the Beta Acland as at
least five Kenyon Security and Safety
officers and a Knox County Sheriffs
Deputy showed up to deal with a
Gambier resident who was trespassing
on College property
The Office ofSecurity and Safety
was alerted by the residents ofAcland
107C members of Kenyons Beta
Theta Pi at 1042 pm On Saturday
night Joshua Farley 22 entered their
apartment uninvited according to
Dan Werner director of security
and safety Students called security
because of rumors ofFarleys criminal
record and because he had appar
The Epitome of Kenyon
banned
Several security officers respond
ed quickly to the call most of them
running quite fast according to
Gajcwski
About five minutes after the
callsecurityarrivedsaidEdwards It
seemed like the entire security staff had
come down to Aclands
Werner explained that four or
five officers responded to the call
initially We werent overreacting
he said We didnt know what Far-
ley was up to at that point Several
officers were at Peirce for Phling so
they were able to get to the Acland
quickly he said
After arriving at the Acland
security officers called the Sheriffs
department and requested support
according to Werner Once he arrived
on the scene about 10 minutes later
Sheriffs Deputy Dave Merillat ran
h
Kevin Guckes
coronation at Phrisday Phling
the previous weekend The student
later filed a witness report stating
that Farley had asked them if they
wanted to brawl and had threatened
to crack some skulls
Additionally a Village resident
reported Farley to Security and Safety
in late January because of rumors
circulating about him
However Werner said that there
is no reason to believe that Farley
presents a danger Several searches of
national databases by both Security
and Safety and the Sheriffs depart-
ment have shown that Farley has no
criminal record whatsoever Werner
said that rumors about Farleys crimi-
nal record in Colorado appear to have
been largely self- generated based on
his interviews with Farley
Its kind of a fine line because
we want the campus to be opening
and welcoming but students are my
primary concern said Werner Rest
assured ifwe find him again he will be
arrested for criminal trespassing
be renovated
considered using Gund Commons
as the primary dining facility for the
entire campus but decided against it be-
cause of its small size Lepley explained
the Colleges choice of Ernst as the re-
placement for Peirce The temporary
kitchen and dining area planned for
Ernst will help save money and will
give us enough space to accommodate
Kenyons students for meals The
tables and benches from Peirce will be
moved for use in Ernst and AVI Food
Systems will stay on as Kenyons dining
service in the new facility
AVI Resident Director Dan Wel-
de said that he was not worried about
the move to Ernst The school is really
on top ofthings Welde said Usually
when you have a move like that you lose
something but we wont
Although the new dining space
in Ernst should be comfortable Lepley
emphasized that the environment may
be different from Peirce The facility
will be in no way unsafe but it will
be temporary and students shouldnt
expect any frills says Lepley
The construction taking place in
Peirce will not begin until Kenyons stu-
dents leave campus Built in 1929 and
named for Kenyons twelfth president
see CONSTRUCTION page 3
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found no prior arrests or outstanding
warrants
Werner then warned Farley that
he would be arrested for criminal
trespassing ifhe was found on campus
again The deputy escorted Farley to
his residence in the Meadow Lane
Pizza Hut apartments He was not
handcuffed and he gave the deputy
no problem according to Werner
Werner said that Security and
Safety was interested in talking to
Farley because he had been seen in
several College buildings including
Ernst Center residence halls and
apartments We wanted to talk
to him to find out his story said
Werner We were primarily inter-
ested in him because of his lack of
respect for boundaries What got
me was his gall he just kicked back
watching TV in a strangers apart-
ment
At the Acland on Saturday a
student told an officer that Farley
had threatened him and a friend with
Ernst set to
BY TEDDY EISMEIER
Staff Writer
Fresh from the completion of
Kenyons new athletic facility the
college is set to begin a new round of
construction on campus at the end of
this academic year
The opening of the KAC has left
the Ernst Athletic Center vacant and
starting at the end of the academic year
preparations will be made to convert
the old athletic center into a dining
facility for the 2006 school year This
latest addition to Kenyons plans for
campus development will allow for
major renovations to Peirce Hall in the
coming year
Although the plans for the
conversion of Ernst have begun to
firm up the actual construction will
not begin until later in the school year
During the first stage of the work to
be done on Ernst called a rough- in
the major utilities necessary to convert
Tomsich Arena into a kitchen facility
and dining area will be installed Before
the initial installation of new water
gas and electric fixtures can take place
there is still some athletic equipment
to be moved and some offices to be
relocated to the new athletic facility
According to Tom Lepley director of
facilities planning with the Colleges
Maintenance Department the kitchen
area will occupy roughly one- third of
Tomsich Arena and the rest will be used
as a dining space The construction
firms hired to work on the project will
work between June and August to get
this temporary dining facility and the
needed utilities functional Ernst will
then serve as an interim replacement
during the renovation of Peirce
During the preliminary planning
of this project the administration also
Mr Kenyon Erik Taft 06 and Ms Kenyon Stephanie Black 06 pose after their
post- season birth with winLadies clinch
BY EMILEE KASER
Staff Reporter
After struggling through the
middle part of the season the Ken-
yon womens basketball team finally
hit their offensive stride last Satur-
day tying their single- game scoring
record with a 98- 40 victory over the
Oberlin College Yeomen
We were able to control tempo
at both ends of the floor said Head
Coach Suzanne Hclfant We played
very aggressive defense and I think it
carried over to our offense We shot
the ball very well from the perimeter
and converted several transition
baskets
The Ladies posted several sea
son- highs against Oberlin 21 steals
and a shooting average of 574
percent from the floor Five of the
Ladies scored in the double digits
to accomplish this feat Guard Hill-
ary Gowins 08 had a team- high 19
points with guard Megan Sheasby
06 scoring 15 and guard Brittany
Clair 08 scoring 14 Alisha Moreno
08 chipped in 13 and Katy Zeanah
06 added 11
I think that the game provided
our team with a lot of renewed con-
fidence in our offense said Katie
Woods 09 And I think we know
we can score Now we just need to
go out and attack the other teams
we have left to play like we did on
Saturday
Confidence is such a large
factor in pressure situations added
Helfant I hope the confidence we
gained at Oberlin carries over into
the next two weeks
The Ladies returned home to
host Ohio Wesleyan University late
Wednesday night The winner of that
match- up could earn the No 4 seed
and home court advantage in the first
game of the upcoming North Coast
Athletic Conference tournament
I think were all especially ex-
cited for the OWU game right now
because its another important league
see BASKETBALL page 3
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Village Council dilates spliting Village Inn property
for a lot split and although they were
the ones who signed the application the
application was accompanied by a cover
letter from Kenyon Vice President of
FinanceJoe Nelson and the check for the
application fee was drawn from a Kenyon
account The cover letter explained that
if the lot split was to be approved the
Schaefers were interested in selling the
Village Inn building to the College
The situation led to discussion
about whether Kenyon employees or
employees of any business could vote
on issues such as this impacting their
employers Council member Audra
Cubie passed an article to Law Director
Ken Lane during the meeting about
an Ohio ethics commission ruling in
Athens Ohio home ofOhio University
that said that university employees on
that citys Council could not vote on
issues regarding the university Cubie
went on to say that she invited someone
from the ethics commission to speak at
the next meeting on this issue during the
open forum period Two members of the
council Liz Forman and Tom Stamp
work for the College
Council found that they could not
act on the proposal that evening because
a notice of such an action needs to be
sent to adjacent property owners at least
10 days prior to a meeting and posted
publicly at least seven days in advance
Neither of these things had been done
BY SEAN RYAN
Staffreporter
Among many items in a lengthy
meeting Monday evening Gambiers
Village Council discussed a zoning
proposal that could pave the way for
the College to help open a restaurant
in the shuttered Village Inn
The issue at hand was a zoning
variance needed to approve splitting
the lot on which the Village Inn and
the adjacent residence sit According
to Dave McConnell Kenyons chief
business officer Steve and Mary Ellen
Schaefer the owners of the property
wish to retain ownership of the house
next door at 106 Gaskin Ave while
selling the Village Inn building at 104
Gaskin Ave to the College In order to
do this he stated the buildings must
be on separate lots not the same lot
as it is now
A zoning variance would be
needed according to Council because
the lots when separated would not
meet Gambiers requirements for size
and setbacks
The issue however quickly be-
came more about who was submitting
the application rather than the content
of the application
Several council members ob-
jected that though the Schaefers are
the only people who can legally ask
mm
planned storm water utility the Village
would need a half- inch pixel resolution
map The map is needed according
to Emmert s report because it would
be digitized to measure the amount of
impermeable surface on each property
A storm water utility bills based upon
the amount of impermeable surface a
person has on their property
The clearer half- inch pixel resolu-
tion would require lower flights over
Gambier than the 1- inch pixel resolu-
tion according to Emmert The state
would charge the village for these lower
flights between 2000 and 3000 ac-
cording to Emmert Emmert asked the
council to approve up to 3500 for this
project They did so unanimously
Emmert and McDonald each in
their reports to council spoke about
a survey that is to be done by Doug
Plunkett of the Circuit Rider Group
This study would analyze the proper
charges for all of the different sizes of
sewer taps when a new building wants
access to the villages sewer lines This
came about because of a desire to levy a
fair fee to Kenyon for the six- inch tap for
the new Kenyon Athletic Center
McDonald reminded council that
they would be the ones to set the ulti-
mate fee schedule this study is designed
to give them professional guidance
according to McDonald Emmert said
in his report that the cost of this study
3200 would be recouped from the fee
Kenyon paid for the KAC tap This cost
was also approved unanimously
Emmert and McDonald also ex-
plained that the Village would be work-
ing to trim the excess deer population in
the Village They said that Gambier has
obtained 10 permits to hunt deer on
its own property and could get more if
needed These permits would not have
restrictions as to certain seasons as do
general hunting permits They also did
not discuss when this hunting would
occur but said it would start soon
In his report A IcDonald also stated
that die Village needs to sign only one
more document to finalize the arrange-
ment with Cingular Wireless Mc-
Donald also said that the Village would
make sure the placement of the cellular
antenna would not damage the zinc
coating ot die water tower s interior
prior to the meeting
Village Council did ultimately agree
that it was the Schaefers application but
felt there were still questions about that
fact especially with Kenyon paying the
application fee They requested that the
application be withdrawn and submitted
without any ties to Kenyon As a result
McConnell withdrew the application
removed the cover letter and check and
re- submitted the application on behalf of
the Schaefers along with a cash payment
for the application fee
After the meeting McConnell
confirmed that the College is interested
in purchasing the Village Inn with the
ultimate purpose ofbringing somebody
in to run it as a restaurant McConnell
though reiterated that the lot split is
needed to let this plan go forward
McConnell said that although the
College has been in discussions with Joel
and Margaret Gunderson who also run
the Middle Ground Coffeehouse and
have talked in discussion with the Schae-
fers about running a restaurant in that
space no agreement had been reached
and the College has not considered a
specific restaurant concept that they
would like to pursue
At the beginning of the meeting
College Township Fire Chief Larry
Cullison spoke Cullison explained
that the department had 373 runs last
year the second highest in the past five
years Eight Kenyon students are among
the volunteer firefighters according to
Cullison
When asked by council what sorts
ofchanges he noticed Cullison said there
had been a fairly significant spiral up in
overdoseintoxication ODintox runs
with 20 last year There were 1 5 in 2004
12 in 2003 and eight in 2002 according
to a report prepared by Cullison
Cullison noted that there were four
ODintox runs each of the last three
months of die year compared to two in
die three months of the summer com-
bined This caused Cullison to believe
these runs are directly related to the
students However Cullison noted that
students are not die only persons who are
transported tor diis reason
Cullison also stated 1he use of
drugs is on an increase including crack
cocaine mcdiamphetamines and heroin
Cullison did not state whether this
was among the Kenyon student body
or the population in general however
He also stated that 80 to 85 percent of
ODintox calls ended in transport to
the hospital
Council asked Cullison if the
department was still able to maintain a
free ambulance service Cullison said it
was not desirable to him to charge for
the service as council members noted
Mount Vernon now does because under
the current arrangements any medical
supplies used for a patient are replen-
ished for free by the hospital which then
bills the patient
Also during the open forum
Miriam Dean- Ottingof East Brooklyn
Street presented a letter to the counciL
The street light in front ofher home has
burned out and she originally asked the
Village not to replace the light Prior
to the meeting both Mayor Kirk Em-
mert and Village Administrator Rob
McDonald decided that the interests of
safety dictate that it be replaced
This new letter asked the Village
to consider replacing the light with a
lower 9000- lumen light instead of the
standard 1 6000- lumen light in front of
her house and thanked the Village for
taking into consideration the problem
of light pollution
Eventually Council concluded
that the area had so few lights and was
such a busy area that the light needed
to be replaced at the full 1 6000- lumen
level Council also agreed that they
would like to try lower- level bulbs in
the Village but this was not the place
to start
The council also approved
the 2006 Gambier budget According
to the budget document the gen-
eral revenues are projected to total
596357 with 73378212 available
to spend General expenditures are
budgeted at 724850 an increase of
neady 1 00000 from 2005 The budget
was approved unanimously
Council also approved two
expenditures outlined in the mayors
report
Emmert explained diat the state of
Ohio would be making detailed maps of
the entire state at a one- inch pixel resolu-
tion However in conjunction ith the
1 n
mm
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January 25 February 1 2006
Feb 2 341 am Fire extinguisher discharged at Guild Hall Maintenance was contacted for cleanup
Feb 2 1241pm Vandalism to room door reported at Farr Hall
Feb 2 1 1 07pm Tampering with fire equipmentfire hose unwound at Leonard Hall
Feb 3 208pm Report of theft from change machine at Gund Commons
Feb 4 1226am Campus visitor with false ID
Feb 4 313am Tampering with fire equipmentextinguisher discharged at Gund Hall
Feb 4 324am Vandalism to roomunderage consumption at Mather Residence
Feb 4 930am Student with false ID in Hanna Hall
Feb 4 953pm Fire extinguisher discharged at Leonard Hall
Feb 4 1042pm Suspicious person at Acland Apartments Sheriffs Office notified
Feb 4 1 155pm Vandalismbroken windows at Leonard Hall
Feb 5 1230a in Intoxicated underage student at New Apartments
Feb 5 124lam Intoxicated underage students at Peirce Hall
Feb 5 116am Underage intoxicated student at Peirce Hall Student transported to hospital
Feb 5 123am Underage intoxicated student at Acland Apartments Student transported to hospital
Feb 5 2 10am Underage intoxicated student at New Apartments College Physician was on the scene and
student was not transported to hospital
Feb 5 454am Medical call at Caples Residence College counselor was contacted and spoke to student
Feb 5 119pm Theft ot camera from coat at Peirce Hall
Feb 6 10 17am Underage possession of alcohol at McBride Residence
Feb 6 1 106am Underage possession of alcohol at McBride Residence
Feb 7 246pm Theft of money from room at McBride Residence
Feb 7 435pm Underage possession of alcohol at Mather Residence
dBS mmm mm
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Construction Ernst change for new era
CONTINUED from page 1
William Foster Peirce Peirce Hall will
undergo some important renovations
in the coming academic year Although
some planning for the renovations to
the building is still in progress and
individual contractors have yet to be
hired for the project much of the
new design for Peirce has already been
confirmed and ready to be put into use
One of the major changes planned for
Peirce is the demolition of Upper and
Lower Dempsey and the construction
of a new dining room Other addi-
tions included in the new design are
new restrooms several new elevators
air- conditioning for the Great Hall
and the construction of a new road
connecting Duff Street to the rear of
Peirce On the new design for Peirce
Racoon Stew brewn in Danville
The
Hall Lepley commented No major
changes are intended for the G reat Hall
itself and the architectural integrity of
Peirce itself will remain intact
Cost estimates for these major
building projects will be undetermined
3 a
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to a co- ed event and was opened to
everyone Shortly after the Raccoon
Dinner became open to everyone so
did the Lions Club which started
admitting female members around
the same time Once women were al-
lowed to attend the dinner it became
a family event which Crow sees as the
biggest single change in the events
62- year history Crow added Its still
mostly men though
The menu has changed since the
first dinner in 1944 The menu now
includes ham as a main course for
those who wish not to eat raccoon
Although there are other choices
as a main dish most people still eat the
traditional selection This year volun-
teers cooked and served more than
200 raccoons which equals about
600 pounds of meat The raccoons
are bought from local trappers who
sell the skins and freeze the meat for
use at the dinner
Were very careful where we get
our meat said Crow We understand
this isnt USDA choice meat and so
we take every precaution Some of
the people cleaning the raccoons have
been doing it for 40 or 50 years
Many of those in attendance have
been coming to the Raccoon dinner
for years Brett Van Houten of Mount
Vernon has missed only one Raccoon
Dinner in the last 35 years The only
reason I missed the Raccoon Din-
ner that year was that my boy was
diagnosed with leukemia that day
nience of the new dining arrangement
in Ernst Tom Lepley said We hope
students will bear with us with the
Womens
CONTINUED from page 1
match- up said Clair and we want
to come back from the last time we
played them
The Ladies lost to OWU 88-
75 on Jan 1 1 in the first of two
regular- season meetings between
the teams
Helfant had a clear strategy
for her team as they entered into
Wednesday nights contest We have
to slow the game down a bit and be
more organized on the offensive end
of the floor We cant get caught up
in their frenzied tempo she said
We must defend the three- point
line better than we did the first time
we played them
It is way too early to predict
what the outcome of this game
Katie Zeanah takes a shot on a break away
and Peirce
until contractors and suppliers are
hired for the job and they will be sub
ject to change throughout the process
of construction
In response to the possibility of
student concerns about the inconve
A new look to an old
arcana Ernst Centers
Tomsich Arena will have
l4th of the floor torn up
for the new kitchen while
students will be seated
ontop oi the current bas-
ketball flooring Plans to
move the equipment from
Peirce hall to the old gym
are set for after reunion
week in June
Plans courtesy of
Tom Leply
Van Houten said
Van Houten and his brother
used to trap and supply raccoon to
the Lions Club when they were teen-
agers and the fond memories keep
him coming back He now brings his
children to the event Its always been
a fathcran- dson kind of thing Van
Houten said
Brian Wynkoop owner of one
of Mount Vernons two airports has
been attending the Raccoon Dinner
since the 1950s He remembers a man
who would fly into Mount Vernon
from Missouri just to attend the an-
nual event
Crow tells of the popularity ot
the event throughout the state In
my job I travel a lot he said It
seems wherever I go and I mention
Im from Danville someone says Oh
veah you gin s have the Raccoon Din-
ner Crow said that these are usually
people of an aider generation
Crow believes that the event is
popular because it harkens back to an
earlier time and reminds many local
residents of their youth There are
a lot of guys who were hunters and
used to eat game with their fathers
said Crow A lot of these guys dont
hunt anymore but still want that
experience
Van Houten and Wynkoop
disagreed on what raccoon tastes like
saying beef and pork respectively but
they both agreed that the dinner was
delicious as usual
temporary dining facility We hope that
the end result will be wonderful and I
have no reason to believe that Kenyons
Basketball
will mean she said OWU has to
play three of the top five teams in
the conference in those four games
and we play two of the top five so
Wednesday is one game in a series of
four very important contests
Regardless of the outcome of
their game against OWU however
the Ladies know what they need to
do to find success for the remainder
of their season
I think were finally over the
mental hurdle said Liz Narducci
07 but were going to need to keep
our energy up and have our intensity
going for the entire game
The Ladies take on the Earlham
College Quakers at Earlham on Sat-
urday before returning to Kenyon for
their final regular- season home game
on February 15 against Wittenberg
3
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again triumphed over Gee outdis-
tancing her by nearly a foot
Not only is Cameron looking
for redemption but so is the whole
team Injuries have slowed the La-
dies so far this year but they havent
stopped the team from progressing
Cameron said Weve been having a
rough season with lots of injuries but
are looking forward to good competi-
tion at our home meet this Friday
Team Captain Katy Cameron
06 said ofWalker Katie just broke
my school record so Id like to try
and get it back Cameron wont have
to wait long for a chance at reclaim-
ing her title The Ladies compete
again this Friday at the first track
meet to be held in the new Kenyon
Athletic Center
BY DAVNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor
On Monday Feb 6 2005 nearly
750 people gathered in Danville to
experience a local tradition that pre-
dates all of the students and many of
the faculty of Kenyon College The
61st annual Lions Club Raccoon
Dinnerdrew crowds from around the
state some came from as far away as
Davton and Versailles to the Saint
Lukes Community Center forataste
ofcountry tradition
In 1944 a Danville resident
and member of the local Lions Club
chapter Clyde Banbury scheduled a
dinner for his fellow Lions to be held
in his basement Banbury decided to
play a prank on his guests and with-
held the menu until they had arrived
It was then that he revealed that
raccoon was to be the main dish His
guests liked the dinner so much that
it was held again the next year In sub-
sequent years members of the local
community wanted to join the Lions
dinner and it was eventually made a
public event used to raise money for
the Lions Clubs charitable work
According to Pat Crow a Dan-
ville resident and past president of
the Danville chapter of the Lions
Club the Raccoon Dinner has both
changed and stayed the same in its
61 year tradition
It was originally a stag event
Crow said In 1986 it was changed
Walker sprints to victory
BY CHESTER LIWOSZ ing c Ladies KCOrd for che event in
StJf Reporter the process In the long jump Walker
Katie Walker 06 came out
strong this past Saturday at the
Denison Big Red Invitational The
fact that the third straight Denison
University- hosted meet for the La-
dies was not scored did not weigh
Walker down as she powered off to
victory in two events
Walker began her day with the
second- best time in the 55- dash
preliminaries Second was not good
enough for her however and she
burst from the line in the finals The
main event saw a neckan- dneck
competition between Walker Rose-
Hulman Colleges Alicia Gelhausen
and Washington Jefferson Col-
leges Kelli Gee Walker edged past in
an incredibly narrow victory captur
February 2 1995
Admissions Experiencing Terrific Year
Eleven years ago Kenyons Admissions Department recovered from a major slump as applications increased
by over thirty percent from 1 994
Then- Dean ofAdmissions John Anderson said we are having a terrific year despite low endorsement which
has always been a challenge for Kenyon
While he admitted the Admissions Department could not totally ignore financial considerations for bor-
derline applicants Anderson said for students who are clearly admissible the considerations for financial aid in
no way affected the admissions process
At the Trustees meeting in the fall Jim Nininger 70 and David Taft 60 stated their concern for both getting
students of the highest quality and meeting the economic needs of the college
Taft in response to worries from 1994 that application numbers were dropping and the college was accepting
a higher percentage of applicants to maintain enrollment numbers suggested that higher acceptance rates were
due to better work from high school counselors in matching students to Kenyon
Anderson also maintained that higher acceptance rates are not indicative of the College becoming less com-
petitive He noted that while acceptance rates are used in calculations and ratings the statistics have nothing
to do with the quality of students that are attending Kenyon
JeffForce
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effect
Every year this school looks at the
student body and the social culture that
affects and defines it searching for ways
to improve student life Last week
Dean of Students Cheryl Steele
and the student senate passed the
Good Samaritan law in an effort
4 to ensure that students receive
prompt and appropriate attention
for intoxication
Officially the policy grants
N amnesty to the individual that
P contacts Security and Safety for
assistance and to the individual
in need ofassistance Granted diisI
does not cover the possibly hefty
hospital bill that the student may faces in
an emergency but it does presumably save
lives It allows forastudenttobe evaluated
by an officer who can declare what actions
should be taken
The purpose behind this policy is
to have students realize that the College
supports them in their efforts to stay
healthy and acquire help But at what
cost What does this policy imply about
Kenyonites What lesson is this policy
teachingstudents The adm inistration has
already given students many ways ofseek-
ing help Safedrives was restarted this year
to help students in trouble Security has a
standingpolicy to onlywrite students up in
circumstances which they deem necessary
and this yearastep was added to thejudicial
process that only verbally reprimands a
student for their first alcohol violation
Fewer students needed help from
Security last semester than in previous
years such as those passed out in the
snow during Philanders Phling 03 but
the drinking culture at Kenyon still
remains strong The ultimate question
about the policy and its effect on campus
is not whether students will need to use it
but if individuals will realize that alcohol
and drugs can be dangerous and even life
threatening Has me administration given
the students a Get out of jail free card
to keep with their IDs This weekend
alone three ambulances were called in to
carry students to the hospital from Phling
celebrations
Though a clause states that the
administration can contact a student
who abuses the policy this is now just
another barrier that students have keeping
them confronting possibly importantand
threateningproblems The policy has and
will help the College to treat individuals
but will students learn to do the right thing
because it is necessary regardless of the
conseqeunces Will we grow into better
people and be ready for the real wodd
when we leave this bubble where rules are
determined by our behaviors not only as
students but as citizens This policy not
only poses problems for our security force
but also for us as developing indivduals who
must come to terms with our actions
drunken
many Phling is meant to be a week-
end far from ordinary but I fear that
what it has become like so many
other weekends on this campus is an
excuse to get wasted When classes
end on Friday afternoon the drinking
begins On weekend evenings there
are fraternity parties block parties
apartment parties private and public
parties all providing alcohol If there
is one thing on this campus that is
not in danger ofbecoming extinct it
is the weekend drinking scene Why
then on the one night of the year
when the college spends 15000 to
give its students a spectacular eve-
ning do we transform our ball into
a drunken masquerade What does it
say about us ifwe cant for one night
enjoy each others company while
sober or that we make students who
choose not to drink feel uncomfort-
able Or even worse that a night
given by the college as a gift to each
of its students could become a night
of such debauchery that some of us
feel discouraged from going
If Kenyon is truly the com-
munity that we claim it to be to
our prospective students and to the
admissions tours that we lead a
community that we envision adver-
tise and aim to uphold it seems
disheartening that we do not respect
or value each others sober- selves
enough to treat Phling night as an
opportunity to dance with someone
we admire to listen to talented mu-
sicians perform and to ensure the
comfort ofeach attendee Going to a
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charade
big college dance can be intimidating
and awkward and it helps to know
that there will be camaraderie that
looking uncoordinated when you
try to tango is just as acceptable as
looking foolish as you stumble your
way home drunk at 2 am Phling
perpetuates the idea that alcohol
is the best excuse for awkward mo-
ments but it is important to real-
ize that a pure shot of life can be
uncomfortable and that is OK too
Asking someone to dance and being
rejected feeling self- conscious of
your pale winter skin in your showsome-
skindress these are moments
we all have to live through Some of
us choose to feel less inhibited with
alcohol but those of us who dont
should feel equally unabashed about
putting it out there
Some ofyou may say that I have
no right to publish this opinion since
I did not attend Phling this past week-
end However that is precisely why I
am writing this piece in hopes that
something might change come next
year Hopefully I and other students
that chose to skip the festivities will
feel that we have reason to celebrate
and to go I hope that on February 3
2007 as an optimistic junior I will
put on my theme- inspired dress walk
South in the falling snowflakes and
pretend that my two left feet are in
fact a coordinated pair If I am again
disillusioned I hope that it is not by a
nearly campus- wide stupor but only
by my own truly disastrous moves on
the dance floor
Ben Johnson
Why the
BY SABRINA LEICHTER
Guest Columnist
When Philanders Phebruary
Phling came last February like an
enchanted freshman I did my hair
donned my Gatsby- esque dress
walked to Peirce and tried to forget
that I have two left feet This year
as a disillusioned and disappointed
sophomore I didnt go My experi-
ence of Phling had been far from
magical Any sequins of glamour
shimmering in the Great Hall that
evening quickly faded when I met
up with friends who were so drunk
they could not recognize me and
found myself in a sea of bodies too
inebriated to move on the dance
floor After an hour I was convinced
that being sober at Phling meant be-
ing out of place
The purpose of this piece is
not to chastise those who choose to
drink on this campus or to condone
the choices of those that dont The
purpose is to bring to the attention of
the members of this student body the
fact that for many ofus Phling is not
the jovial and brilliant celebration
that the college and the organizing
committee intend it to be Thinking
about this years Phling I think not
of the mask of the flapper girl or the
peacocks eyes beautifully worn by a
few students but the mask of intoxi-
cation that I believe was worn by too
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Kiss Ross Bang Bang
Friday Feb 10800pm
An underappreciate J gem from
last year Kiss Kiss BaiigBang s an aid
lessly clever and frequently hilarious
send- up of the pulp crimemystery
genre Writer- director Shane Black
who created the Lethal Weapon series
nuirdcr mystery
Ofcourse tliis sounds like the plot
of numerous odier movies and diat s
kind of the point Downeys frequent
voice- overs mock some of the more
stereotypical elements of die story and
thcscripthasalotofgreatone- Iincrsthat
youll find yourself quoting long after
die most flat- out run mow of2005
theMaltese Falcon
Saturday Feb 11800pm
One ofthe most revered film noirs
ofall rime and one frequendy requested
by Kenyon students 1941 s The Maltese
Fakon is a classic tale of murder and de
Shirley Chisholm was both the
first woman and the first African-
American to mount a significant cam-
paign for the presidency in America
She didnt win obviously but she fared
better than some might have expected
She didnt try to play down her race or
gender as other candidates might have
instead she highlighted these facts as
strengths Most importandy she spoke
her mind Politicians of all races and
genders could stand to leam a thing or
two from Chisholm
Lynch wisely incorporates a good
deal of interview footage with Ch-
isholm herself into the film supplement-
ing it with commentary from other
key figures from the era Chisholms
energy and charisma on screen keep
the film from seeming dull at any point
Cbisljobn 72 Unbought and Unbossed
is effective both as a historical record of
this groundbreaking campaign as well
as a commentary on racial stratification
in America
Huston keeps the plot from be-
coming too convoluted and overwhelm-
ing by wisely choosing to focus more on
the characters Bogart was one of die
original Hollywood anti- heroes and
his role in Vie Maltese Ftdcon is a great
example ofthat persona Sam Spade lias
just enough good in him for die audi-
ence Co rooc for him buc he is as tough
and streetwise as the most hardened
criminal Jhe Maltese Fakon has been
emulated by other film noirs ever since
its release but it still holds up as one of
the Listing greats ofthe genre
Cbisljobn 72
Unbougirt and Unbossed
Wednesday Feb 15 1015 pm
Chisbolm 72 Unbought and
Utibossed is an informative and engross-
ing documentary about Brooklyn
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholms
campaign for- the 1972 Democratic
presidential nomination Directed by
newcomer Shola Lynch the film is an
entertaining look at a woman whose
outspoken no- BS attitude is a rcfresliing
change of pace from the bland sound
bites weve grown accustomed to in
this country
does a great job of satirizing the
stories diat he helped popularize
back in the 1 980s and 90s The
film playfully pays tribute to
and makes fiin of everything
about the genre die convoluted
plots die seductive women die
tough- guy machismo and all its
other excesses
Kiss Khs Bai Bung stars
Robert Downey Jr Wonder
Bovs as Harry Lockhart a
pettv thief who masquerades
vilc hvc in n- rrr rr r- mnirer
die police He finds himself in VjJ Kilmcr
contention for a pan in a cop
movie Perry Val Kilmer TJje Doors
a well- known private detective is train
ing him for die role When die sister
of Harrys high school crush Michelle
Monaghan dims up dead die three
of them find themselves in a real life
wwwmoviercporccrnet
mi Robm Downcy jn in Kiss Kiss Bang Bang
KMTS slashes its way into Kenyon
Movie Schedule for February 10- 16
The Pink Panther
510 7 10 910 also at 110 310 on SatSun
Curious George
500 700900 also at 100 300 on SatSun
Final Destination 3
530 730 930 also at 1 30 330 on SatSun
Firewall
510 720 930 also
i ception Directed by die legend-
ary John Huston and starring the
even more legendary Humphrey
Bogart CasabLmca it is the
story of tough- guy private detec-
tive Sam Spade and his search for
a priceless work ofart
Sam Spades troubles begin
when his partner is mysteriously
killed while following the man
diat they were sent to investigate
The woman who hired them
Mary Astor turns out to have
been hiding more than a few
details from Spade including her
involvement in a search for the
Maltese Falcon a oneofa- kind statue
A mysterious crime kingpin Sidney
Greenstreet is also after the statue
There arc ofcourse a number of twists
in the plot and the story continually
keeps you guessing
the chorus in a Greek play
Niemi has taken on much of the
groups administrative responsibilities
while Hankey the groups other co-
president has cended co the creative side
ofdiingsHankejwillbedirectingwy
Todd with the assistance ofmusic director
LauraJumper 06 and accompanist Ellen
Guigelaar 08 Niemi has enjoyed throwing
herselfinto the planning including asking
for funding which had not been settled at
this writing Tm actually planning to go
into the field of arts administration she
says so this is great experience for me
Though the group encountered
difficulties while trying to obtain the Hill
Theater for performance dates and had to
push the scheduled performances back by
two weeks che preliminary plans for the
show have come together smoothly Niemi
is quick to praise the very talented case
although she notes that a few more guys
would still be welcome Sweeney Todd is
scheduled to be performed April 27 and
28incheHilL
GEMINI 521- 620
Consider the lilies of the field
What makes them so special What
do they think theyre better- than
everyone else
CANCER 621- 722
Today you will recover something
from the collective unconscious but
after a moments reflection you will
toss it back It looked disgusting
Probably not even sanitary
LEO 723- 822
After much deliberation you decide
to make a wise long- term investment
in underwater archaeology gear
Congratulations In time this stuff
will pay for itself Did you see Into
the Blue Man Paul Walker found
like gold and cocaine and a cannon
BY TOMMY PETER
Staff IVriter
With advertisements in place and
auditions already under way a new per-
forming arcs group has hie Kenyon with
a song in its heart and razors in its hands
The Kenyon Musical Thearre Society is
ready co add itself to che already- populous
list ofstudent- run thearrical organizations
on campus Their first project will be a
fuD- lengrh production of Sweeney Todd-
Tlx Demon Barber ofFleetStreetSahen
Sondheims 1979 cale of the murderous
barber and his meat pie- making accom-
plice Mrs Lovett
Founders Erika Niemi 06 Em-
ily Hankey 07 Leah Braverman 09 and
Aileen Caldwell 09 met last semester
while performing Boheme in the music
departments Musical TheatreOpera
Workshop Braverman now the societys
head of publicity recalled che post- re
hearsal dinner that started the group As
they discussed their shared love ofmusical
When a Stranger Calls
530 730 930 also at 130 330 on SatSun
Big Mommas House 2
520 720 920 also at 120 320 on SatSun
Nanny McPhee
5 1 5 7 1 5 9 1 5 also at 1 1 5 3 15 on satSun
you see the film Downey and Kilmer
bodi give wonderfiillyiinrestnuned per
fonnances dearly reveling in die ridicu
lousness along widi die audience Kiss
Kiss Bang BaJig is a deceptively smart
film highly entertaining and probably
theater and frustration with the lack of
opportunities for performance outside of
che workshop It got to che point said
Braverman where one ofus jokingly pro-
posed that we should scarf a group but
che rest ofus really got into che idea
Since a Kenyon Musical Theatre
Group previously existed on campus
but was forced to disband after breaking
the fire codes in che Hill Theacer the
women named cheir organization che
Kenyon Musical Theatre Society to avoid
unwanted confusion After securing
support from Kenyons music and dance
and drama departments they agreed to
produce Sweeney Todd at Niemis sugges-
tion Niemi che groups co- president is
comparingthe musical to revenge cragedies
of che Elizabethan and Jacobean eras for
her senior exercise in English
KMTS hopes to do at least one show
a year chat includes a chorus and Sweeney
Todd fits che bilL As Niemi noted The
chorus in the show is extremely impbr
canccommentingon the action ratherlike
trio of gypsies But frankly I dont
want to share that Thats something
Ryan wrote for Ryan So I figure why
not totally sell out and do a cheap
love horoscope for a few easy laughs
thatll only take five minutes Since I
could come up with no answer to this
question I took it as a sign from God
that this must be what I should write
about for Valentines Day
ARIES 321- 419
Love is a many- splendored thing Or
at least thats what that guy at that
party says Turns out love is more of
a burning sensation
TAURUS 420- 520
This is a good day to bake Cinnamon
rolls would be good Or perhaps
some sort of crusty bread
Allfilms slwwn in Higfey Auditorium
Jason Smith
at 1250 300 on SatSun
whac your roommace says Ic looks
more like a cup co you
SAGITTARIUS 1122- 1221
Today love will come when you lease
expecc it Now Go
CAPRICORN 1222- 120
Someone will approach you with an
idea today Stay away from it
AQUARIUS 121- 218
Todays a great day to make Fondue
intoFUN- due
PISCES 219- 320
Today youre going to skip over
a lot of funny writing to look ar
what matters to you you selfish
jerk Go back and read every word
of this article
Do you need to tell someone
You can now contact a Sexual Misconduct Advisor through a confidential
email at sexualmisconductadvisorkenyonedu
Valentines Day planning according to the Zodiac
with his UAG Its only a matter of
time before you do as well
VIRGO 823- 922
Ignorance is Bliss Think about it
No wait Dont
LIBRA 923- 1022
Today in a fit ofsheer boredom you
will write the definitive compen-
dium of all che uses for cwine It will
survive the fall of our Empire be
smuggled out by monks and chen
become one ofche greac texts ofour
Neo- Classical Civilization revered
in mosques from the Umayyad in
Spain to the Abbasids in Persia
SCORPIO 1023- 1121
You find an ancient Indian arrow-
head outside today At least thacs
BY RYAN MERRILL
Humor Columnist
At a time like chis when we curn
co people and things we love I feel I
should curn co che chings I love Buc
I really canc write about the love a
man can share with a stuffed squirrel
since propriety and sheer technical
explanation would make my article
nigh unreadable I could write about
the fact that I wish there were three
or four more movie awards during the
current season Like the Everybody
Wins- y Award But chat wouldnc
be very funny ac all I briefly thought
about sharing with you all the treat-
ment for my movie Not Another
Romantic Comedy the quintessen-
cial dace film chat featured both Cu-
sacks and Kevin Kline as an amusing
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KAC makes students healthierSex the Country
Shock Liplock
cent and could theoretically take
the motivation for healthy eating
down with it Freshman Elizabeth
Meyers who remarked that though
the KAC- inspired frenzy has made
her eating habits slightly healthier
she still would not object to creat-
ing a shuttle system from the north
end of campus confessing that the
unmotivated remain unmotivated
In others however the KAC s size
atmosphere and tendency to be-
come a social mecca has instilled an
enthusiasm for keeping health issues
in the front of their minds I really
like it there it makes me want to go
exercise said Meredith Blake 09
Shelley Howard 09 agreed excited
to have a smashin bod to show off
on spring break Not to mention
that it is clearly a new place to see
and be seen
Through sweaty stairmaster
conversations or post- workout group
dips in the hot tub everyone still
seems to be catching a healthy men-
tality from one another
HANNAH FENLON
StaffWriter
Its 6 pm and youve dominated
the elliptical and given the treadmill
a run for its money only to face even
more daunting challenges the walk
to Peirce and the question of what
to put in your stomach when you
get there Should you reward your
hard work with a greasy meal and
ice cream or balance your workout
style with something more whole-
some With the opening of the
Kenyon Athletic Center more and
more students seem to be choosing
the latter which has become some-
what easier with the introduction
of AVI as our new food service The
combination of the two makes
some people eat healthier because
we have the opportunity to mused
Charlie Baldwin 09 However
while admitting that people are at-
tracted to the KAC at present he
predicted In two months KAC
attendance will be down 50 per
t iTl
BYZACK ROSEN
GW Writer
Senior in the Spotlight
Billy Callis
Joel Sherman 08 commented
I know one friend who didnt work
out once last semester just because
they were waiting for the KAC to
open Now theyre going four times
a week Between Aramark s bad food
and Ernsts one treadmill I dont
think people were that inspired to
work out last semester But there
still lingers the question of whether
the KAC will just promote an in-
dulgence of previous vices I never
went to Ernst but I go to the KAC
five times a week said freshman
Lizzy Lee only to admit later But
I eat Rice Krispie treats now Most
students however seem to be mak-
ing positive changes or continuing
to be as healthy as possible Fresh-
man Emmet Duff a self- proclaimed
lackluster exerciser confessed that
he loves it Since I started going
to the KAC food has never tasted
sweeter AVI and the KAC make a
good couple Hopefully this fitness
fanaticism will continue to sculpt
happy healthy Kenyonites
i 4 i
Courtesy of Billy Callis
with people about the conundrums
ofjewish identity His participation
in Hillcl events particularly open
discussion forums has allowed Callis
to get his voice and opinions heard
around campus
One would assume that as
a member of Marquis de Rad a
DJ and a member of Hillcl Callis
would have little time for any other
extracurricular activities But that
assumption is incorrect Currently
Callis also serves as a second- year
staff member of HIKA which he
credits with giving him first- hand
experience of what some of Kenyons
best writers and visual artists are
producing He also works as a com-
munity advisor
With all of Callis participation
at Kenyon College he stands out as a
senior in need of recognition So here
is Billy Callis in the spodight
Ive seen it happen at frat parries apartment parties casual prcgames
and even in the Safe Rides van Two girls probably friends teammates
or sorority sisters get drunk enough to show you a little parry trick they
invented a trick called kissing each other with tongue Now I have party
tricks too but mine usually involve playing with a lighter or knowing all
the words to that fast- paced REM song These girls lets just call them
beer- lesbians picked up in their formative years the idea that guys think
its sexy when girls make out just as long as the aforementioned girls dont
actually go home with each other So every weekend they decide to show
off a lirtle bit
Hey everybody they announce look what we can do Mouths
locked arms thrown around waists or necks the body language screams
Oh yeah you like when we make out Look how forbidden we are Spring
break whoohooo The kiss usually goes on for no more than a minute or
so just enough for people to break out cameras or at least take several clear
mental pictures Their experiment with homo- sensationalism completed
the girls then return to their boyfriends or he- prospects satisfied in the
knowledge they have done something radical with their night
However pretty the girls in question there is something inherendy of-
fensive about these alcohol- soaked sapphos It reduces sexuality something
many struggle with their whole lives to little more than an attentiongra- bbing
device donned as easily as Uggs and shed as quickly as a Phling dress
And even I with no knowledge of Womens and Gender Studies bristle at
the idea of gay behavior being treated as spectacle Most people dont treat
their sex lives as spectator sports no matter how casual the encounters Ive
kissed my fair share ofguys even at Kenyon and I have never okay rarely
felt the desire to be cheered on by a crowd
That said if God decreed a sudden end to straight girlo- ngirl action
I would be a little sad The alternative dating scene here is nothing short of
abysmal so some part of me welcomes even the slightest hints of gayness
And if that gayness should come from two freshman girls who think that
necking will earn them a front spot in the keg line maybe I should just leave
well enough alone Maybe someday an exhibition will lead to curiosity and
then experimentation and who knows what else Every new addition to our
gay scene counts no matter where it comes from
Maybe these girls that kiss at parties will kick off a revolution blurring
the lines of gender and sexuality until Kenyon becomes single- handedly
responsible for the new sexual revolution Shock Your Mama will be a
monthlyevent and the Peeps Drag Ball will be held as frequently as a class
dinner Bras will burn along side uncomfortable boxer- briefs and Crozier
will go through so many free condoms that it will gain a new corporate
sponsor and be re- christened The Trojan Center
Maybe in a perfect world Kenyon guys will gain some of the girls
adventurous spirit and decide that they too want to show off We could have
ADs kissing DKEs Betas going home with Psi- Us hall- cest in manning
Two average- looking straight guys will slobber over each other on an old
Kenyon dance floor surrounded by Zetas who wave dollar billsand smoke
cigars Or maybe Kenyon can reclaim its title of Most Promiscuous Col-
lege previously assigned by Penthouse Magazine in 1985 Maybe Kenyon
will ascend to heights of sexual freedom that havent been seen since that
time Allison Janney felt up Laura Hillenbrand while Paul Newman played
piano and watched
If the only thing standing between Kenyon and sexual Utopia is a six-
pack of Zima and a regretted pact in a Bushnell double maybe I shouldnt
care so much I remember from Beer and Sex that kissing is a mostly safe
behavior and that its really hard for one girl to get anodier pregnant Still
though there is a difference between genuine experimentation and falsified
grabs for attention If two girls are making out solely for the purpose of
getting a guys attention they might as well go home and practice making
love to their body pillow Twice as exciting and half as public and much
less offensive for all involved
that bring students all over campus
from the Horn Gallery to Peeps
parties to rock out to the tunes of
Marquis de Rad Yet Callis musical
abilities extend past those displayed
with the band
Recently Callis has discovered
his talent as a DJ For the past two
years Callis has DJed private parties
as well as the Phi Kapps Hedonism
party the Ballroom Dance Teams
Snowball and the Swim teams
annual Shock Your Mama event
And even as the end of his Kenyon
College career approaches Callis is
scheduling upcoming DJ events for
WKCO
While music is a large compo-
nent of Callis life he also stands
out among his fellow students as a
frequent Hillcl participant Callis
finds it interesting and very valuable
to be able to communicate frankly
KATHLEEN LSOMEAH
StaffWriter
Whether rocking out with the
Marquis de Rad serving as a staff
member on the Kenyon College
HIKA or promoting Amnesty
senior Billy Callis finds joy in his
work
Callis is a man of many trades
yet one particular activity seems to
resonate as one of his best experi-
ences When asked about the many
activities that he has been involved
in during his four years at Kenyon
College Callis did not hesitate to
begin the discussion with his involve-
ment in the Marquis de Rad The
bands raunchy lyrics crushing riffs
foot- tapping rhythms and ballstothe- walls
attitude are exactly what
fans expect of the band according
to Callis It is these crushing riffs
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Fiesta Mexicana spicing things up in Mount Vernon
MADDIE SMITH
StaffWriter
So where s the best place to
go out to eat in the Vern Ask any
Kenyon student and I bet he or
she would reply with one word
Fiesta Fiesta Mexicana located
lla chips and salsa to munch But
dont fill up on just the chips no
matter how good they are because
dinner is even better and much
much bigger Meals literally fill
up your plate and your stomach
Each dish is a perfect combination
of taste cheesy and meaty crispy
and creamy The perfect Mexican
dinner not exactly authentic
but still delicious and definitely
a far better way to spend your
money than on a late night Taco
Bell run
leftovers Obviously I had to try it
Even ifyou dont like Mexican you
have got to go to Fiesta just to be
in the loop
Its worth a trip just for the
atmosphere Its more upscale than
the Gambier Grill or Deli and the
general eating environment that
we at Kenyon are used to but
still casual enough that you can
wear jeans just no pajama pants
please The bright colors Mexican
decor spicy aroma and lively mood
create the perfect environment for
Enter the dog Chinese
New Year in Gambier
Ransoms Crowes fly south for winter
2006
at 308 West High Street in Mount
Vernon is the place for off- campus
dining I had heard about it all
year the swim team going out
to eat there friends elongating
their Walmart runs so they could
stop for dinner everyone in the
hall pouncing on someones Fiesta
together a variety of people say-
ing Many Mount Vernon locals
have been in touch with us about
attending the festival According
to Lai many residents of Knox
County have adopted children
from China and would like to
learn more and have their chil-
dren learn more about the culture
they come from
In past years Kenyon has or-
ganized a festival but on a much
smaller scale However because
of the growing interest from resi-
dents of Knox County the Chi-
nese Club decided to expand their
festivities which has required
a great deal more preparation
and many more people involved
says Lai
While there is no charge to
attend either event at Weaver
or Bolton there will be several
items for sale throughout the day
Lai states that they have yet to
determine what they will use the
money for But most likely to sup-
port the Chinese Club for future
events Most of the props for the
performance and the memorabilia
at Weaver are simple and easily
made However the Chinese Club
has also received support from
various organizations including
Hunan Garden
Altogether the celebration
of the Chinese New Year is going
to provide a great opportunity
for Kenyon students and faculty
to learn about this exceptional
Chinese tradition It will also be
a great way to meet the students
who study Chinese here at Kenyon
and learn from their hard work
r
BY STEPHANIE REICHES
StaffWriter
Tour guides at Kenyon who
rely on the Ransom Crowes to
end their tours with a pun have been
left speechless since the statues were
removed The unique crows bronze
from head to claw which have ruled
the roost of the Ransom Admissions
for some time now have taken a litde
vacation it seems
Students wonder Have they
been stolen Were they taken down
for good
The answers are no and no
According to Ruth Woehr the
Acting Olin Art Gallery Director
the charismatic birds we all love
were taken down for repair shortly
before Parents Weekend last se-
mester Woehr stated that they were
inspected and found to have cracks
Provost Gregory Spaid added that it
has something to do with refashion-
ing the way they are mounted to the
building
The crows perching atop Ran
a festive Friday night dinner Not
to mention that youre bound to
see about half the people you know
who have the same idea
On top of the atmosphere
you have good food And lots of it
The incredibly extensive menu has
just about every kind of taco bur-
rito enchilada fajita quesadilla
nachos and just about every com-
bination of them you could want
As you look over all your dinner
options you get complementary
unlimited bowls of warmed torti
som Hall are named after John Crowe
Ransom As described on the Kenyon
website The crows are the work of
Peter Woytuk a 1980 Kenyon gradu-
ate who is considered one of the
foremost sculptors of animal forms
in the world The bronze crows are
similar to several other black bird
Students wonder
Have they been
stolen Were
they taken down
for good
sculptures Woytuk has created As
reported by several sources and
included in the Kenyon Alumni Bul-
letin Volume 21 Number 4 The In-
ternational Herald- Tribune dubbed
him the greatest animal sculptor
of the Western world in the closing
years of the twentieth century an
accolade based in part on his four
life- size bronze elephants displayed
at the North Carolina Zoological
Phling is after all a school- sponsored
phd up Many bedecked students
and the Phling committees efforts to give
majority of partygoers did not originally
a boisterous Phlinger decided these
fact that there was so much going on at
ELIZABETH DEXHEIMER
StaffWriter
On February 11 2006 the
Chinese Club the Chinese de-
partment the Martial Arts Club
and the Dance Team are joining
forces to celebrate the Chinese
New Year at Kenyon From 10
am to 2 pm Weaver Cottage
will feature a showcase of Chinese
New Year paraphernalia includ-
ing calligraphy a slideshow and
a display of traditional Chinese
clothing From 7 pm to 9 pm
all are welcome to attend a free
performance in the Bolton theater
which includes a fashion show
dance performances musical acts
and poetry readings
The actual Chinese New Year
began on January 29 and marked
the Year of the Dog The celebra-
tion begins with the new moon
on the first day and ends 15 days
later on the day of the full moon
Traditionally it is a time for the
Chinese to congratulate each
other on having completed an-
other year Included among a rich
array of festivities are the Lantern
Festival an annual housecleaning
called sweeping of the grounds
family gatherings and a celebra-
tion of everyones birthday
Kenyons celebration though
not lasting 1 5 days is a chance for
the Kenyon Community as well
those living in Mount Vernon and
surrounding areas to learn more
about this impressive Chinese
tradition Ping Lai 08 president
of Kenyons Chinese Club em-
phasizes that this event will bring
Park in Asheboro
Spaid says that the crows were
given as a gift to Kenyon by both
Peter Woytuk and Graham Gund for
whom Gund Residence and Dining
Halls are named
Ransom Hall originally named
the Alumni Library when built in
1910 was renamed in 1958 for John
Crowe Ransom a poet and literary
critic who was a professor at Kenyon
He is perhaps most well known at
Kenyon for founding the prestigious
literary publication The Kenyon Re-
view Ransom who left Vanderbilt
for Kenyon College in 1937 retired
from teaching in 1959
When will the crows be back
The date is not known yet at least
not publicly Spaid does know one
thing for certain commenting I
certainly do miss seeing them atop
Ransom and I miss the smiles of the
visitors to our Admissions office as
they walk up the path to Ransom
and first see the crows he speaks
for all of us who pine for the bronze
beauties
r
paradigm of sobriety According to
hopped from soiree to soiree snagging
the building a surreal carnivalesque
mask themselves many were lured in
trimmings should not go to waste
Phling it was almost impossible to see
than adequate dancing space Uanc
sadly 2 am rolled around much too
turned out to be dumbq- uestiongiy
conditions and trudged northward
back home out of sheer exhaustion As
Not a bad night Until next weekend
Kenyon was in fine form last weekend Phling and Phling- related activities were a big hit leaving many students
more comatose than usual come Monday morning classes
Phriday Phlings pageant drew a surprisingly large crowd ofKenyonites looking to cheer on their classmates in a
Kenyon apparel fashion show karaoke and questionanda- nswer sessions The event started late ran long and seemed
a little chaotic causing some to get antsy Those who jumped ship early missed a devastatingly entertaining and
surprisingly dcad- on rendition of Tina Turner by Stephanie Black 06 the eventual winner of the prestigious
Miss Kenyon tiara as well as an unusually charming striptease by Mister Kenyon Erik Taft 06 The pageant was
the highlight of Friday for many as students seemed to be saving their pent- up party energy for Saturday
But why was Kenyon so excitedSusis Sweet N Spicy
3 North Main Street Mount Vernon OH 43050
my Inbox I know nothing about parties or covert activities so Im going to throw a hypothesis out there Ihe
majoritv oforganizations on campus threw their own pre- parties enabling Phlingers to celebrate the evening how
Philanderer doubtlessly intended
cups of punch on the way
However the nights thoroughly festive atmosphere cannot be solely attributed to the sweet haze of intoxication
Walking into Peirce students were soon lost in a sea of green gold and purple garlands and balloons The night
theme was Midnight Masquerade
ambiance were successful While a
by the Mardi Gras beads and foil masks given out as favors More ornate feathered masks were affixed to the walls
apparently for decoration but many
Some Kenyonites lamented the
every band and visit cverv attraction Both Upper and Lower Dempsey showcased the musical talents or Kenyon
bands all night long While the crowd size of both venues fluctuated due to the migratory nature of attendees
the gusto of the bands did not The Great Hall featured the cover band Jady Kurrent which turned out upbeat
dance music throughout the evening At any given time most students in the Hall were dancing something that
cannot be said about the typical fratapartment party And there was more
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en did not have to grind on total
quickly masks were removed buzzes
from history class
strangers unless they wanted to But
were lost and your hot dance partner
Apartments but just as many headed
my bed at 230 But so did my date
Following the exodus from Peirce many students braved the blizzard- like
to make merry at the Bexleys and New
one sophomore put it I passed out in
work hard and play harder
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Lords basketball take first KAC win Lords start postseason
The win was rewarding The guys have
played hard its nice for them to see the
benefits of a win
Unfortunately the Lords were
not able to maintain their winning
momentum losing to Earlham College
on Saturday 70- 60 The Earlham game
was a tough one Croci said We played
our best defensive game in a while and
really executed offensively Earlham had
a couple guys make some key plays down
the stretch that we didnt counter
Formato added that the team had
a few lapses offensively that cost them
Against Earlham we started strong
but we didnt do a good job of rebound-
ing or hitting open shots The Lords
look to improve their NCAC record
against Oberlin College on Saturday
at Oberlin
out a nine- point win Matt Formato
06 scored 30 points and went 4 for
6 behind the three- point arc leading
the team to victory The Lords were
also helped by a great effort from Tyler
Rhem 06 who had 16 points and 7
rebounds
This win was special for the Lords
not only because it was their sixth win
which broke last years record but also
because it was the Lords first victory in
the Kenyon Athletic Center Formato
was happy with the victory but noted
there was room for improvement in
the win It was great to finally get our
first win in the KAC We did a poor
job defensively as a team but we didnt
let their top scorer play well so that was
a positive
Head Coach Matt Croci said
BYERICKTAFT
StaffReporter
The Kenyon mens basketball team
picked up a much- needed victory over
the Hiram College Terriers on Wednes-
day night 72- 63 The Lords were able
to get out to a quick start against the
Terriers which they never relinquished
At times the game seemed out of reach
for the Terriers including a 17- point
Kenyon advantage with a little less than
10 minutes left in the second half The
Lords are now 6- 15 overall and 3- 9 in
the North Coast Athletic Conference
The Terriers would not give up
however and got within three points
with less than a minute to play Clutch
free- throw shooting helped save the
lead for the Lords who were able to pull
Ladies hold own against stiff competiton
Akron 1695- 1215
After facing two tough Division
I opponents in the last two weeks the
Ladies took on the Hiram College
Terriers last Sunday winning deci-
sively with a score of 1 1 8- 84 Adrienne
Amador 09 came away with two first-
place finishes in the 200- yard medley
and 500- yard freestyle Kenyon went
on to win six of the 1 1 events of the
dual meet and improved their dual
BY DANIEL PRAGER
StaffReporter
The Lords swim team faced two
very worthy opponents this past week-
end the Penn State University Nitany
Lions and theJohns Hopkins University
Blue Jays The Lords lost to Penn State
1 14- 93 but defeatedJohns Hopkins 1 30-
97 The Nitany Lions rank in the top 25
ofDrvision I and Johns Hopkins is a top
team in Division III year after year
The Lords according to David
DeHart 06 simply rose to the challenge
that Penn State presented He added
Although we did not beat them the
team put up 45 out of 60 career- bests in
season times It was an all- around great
performance
The Lords set the pace for the meet
in the first event DeHart with Joey
Gosselar 07 Matt Harris 09 and Jimmy
Berger 06 won the 200- yard medley relay
by posting a season- best time of 1 3533
Two events later Marc Christian 08
won the 200- yard freestyle with a time of
1 4290 This time was a season- best for
the Lords and it provided a B time for the
National CollegiateAthletic Associations
Division III championships
Ice hockey
BYJESSE OPPENHELM
StffReporter
Were doing pretty well said Alex
Kimmel 08 ofthe Lords ice hockey team
Were not doing as well as I had initially
hoped but its our first season and we
dont even have a coach so its hard to be
upset about our record
The Lords lost to the Northern
Kentucky University Norse 7- 1 Satur-
day night dropping their record to 3- 4
The team is lead by Will OKeefe 07
Ryan Baier 06 and Steve Skubel 07
Joey Furnari 09 leads the team with
13 goals and four assists for 17 points
OKeefe and Skubel follow both with
five goals OKeefe has 12 points and
Skubel has 10
Fumari has been incredible said
OKeefe The numbers hes putting up
are amazing and theyre made all the
more impressive by the fact that hes a
first- year Hes even helped coach some
practices Hes indispensable
The Lords have had some impres-
sive wins over their season including
a 10- 0 massacre of the Oberlin College
Yeomen another defeat of the Yeomen
9- 3 and a 9- 4 win over the Wittenberg
University Tigers and some tough
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Harris thinks that the Penn State
meet says a lot about our team and our
intensity He continued They have a
lot of fast swimmers but we all came out
and competed I dont think they were
expecting to come up against such tough
competition
The next day the Lords faced Johns
Hopkins University DeHart explained
We knew we had to bring our A game
to the meet DeHart continued From
the first relay to the last relay we wanted
it more than they did
The Lords swam extremely well
winning seven of the 1 1 events DeHart
won the 200- yard freestyle in a Kenyon
season- best time of 1 4278 and Andrejs
Duda 06 posted another top time of
2080 in the 50 freestyle Both of those
times also qualified as NCAA B times
DeHart believes that this team is the
deepest team Ive ever been apart of
The meet this weekend makes it
look like a 27th straight NCAA Division
III tide is well within their grasp Harris
states We beat Hopkins but that by no
means seals the deal with us as far as we
are concerned The win just increases our
desire to swim even faster at conferences
and ultimately at Nationals
starts cold
losses including a 9- 8 loss to Denison
University Big Red whom the Lords
look to defeat this upcoming Saturday
February 11
In their 9A win over Wittenberg
Furnari scored six goals Skubel Dan
Goldberg06 andJosh KumpP 09 scored
one goal each and OKeefe recorded
two assists
Fan vans will be leaing in front of
the bookstore at 900 pm on Saturday to
watch the Lordsplav Denison in Newark
This next game is huge said OKeefe
We should have beat Denison last time
and this is going to be a great game Awin
would put the Lords record at 500 and
qualify them for the play- offs
The Lords are putting forward an
impressive offense led by Fumari Skubel
and Mike Schnapp 08 and a hard- hitting
defense led by Baier Galloway Kimmel
and Goldberg Adam Sonnenfeld 08 has
been friggin awesome at goaL according
to Schnapp He even stood on hisjiead
for one save said OKeefe
Itd be great if we could get as
much support as we had for our last game
against Denison said KimmeL We re-
ally appreciate the support
I guarantee a good game said
Schnapp
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can be dangerous even
BY ODADAS
Saturday the IDth
Midnight Skiing
Sign up in SAC
MEET AT THE BOOKSTORE AT 9 PM
will return around 4am
ski rental and lift ticket 43
Snowboard and lift ticket 50
Just the lift ticket have own
equipment 25
Refunds can be made if you are unable to
attend
the SAC by 400 pm on Friday
BY PHILIP EDMUNDS
StaffReporter
With the opening of the Kenyon
Athletic Center Kenyon Ladies swim
team hosted three teams in succession
in order to prepare for the North
Coast Athletic Conference champion-
ships Last weeks meet against Perm
State was a batde from the start the
Lions pulled out to a substantial lead
and they defended it for the remainder
of the meet After losing the first nine
events to Penn State Rebecca Allison
07 took first place in the 500- yard
freestyle with a time of 50442 While
the Ladies continued to rack up points
with victories in the 200- yard breast-
stroke and the 400- yard freestyle the
Lions were able to hold the lead and
win the meet 1 13- 83
Allison lead the Ladies to vic-
tory with a win over Division I Akron
University last Friday winning three
individual events Her first place fin-
ishing times in the 200- freestyle 500-
freestyle and 200- backstroke are not
season bests but made the National
Collegiate Athletic Associations B
cut The hard training is behind
us now we just have to trust in the
work that we put in up to this point
and maintain the positive attitude
and close bonds that have carried us
through up to this point said Allison
The Ladies went on to win nine of 16
events and record the first victory in
the Kenyon Athletic Center beating
Kevin Guckes
The ladies practice their breast stroke in preparation for the NCAC conference meet
and for the team as a whole Morale
was high people were cheering and it
was in the KAC I couldnt really have
asked for more
With contributions from many
underclassmen the Ladies maintain
high expectations for their postse- ason
competition beginning today
in Canton Ohio at the NCAC
championships My performances
last weekend put me in a good posi
tion before Conference In years past
the entire team hasnt been able to go
but this year everybody gets to swim
so it will be a very exciting meet for
the Ladies remarks Amador Weve
worked so hard this season and re-
ally attached everything to the goal of
swimming well in the end Our meets
last weekend really set the stage for us
to do something special at the Confer-
ence meet next weekend
head at KAC
and I know strategically how exacdy
to win and what to do in various situ
ations
I am prepared for any kind ofrace
I could go out fast and drop Mark L
could sit and kick I have the wheels and
I have the tank said Boston
Bostons biggest advantage is his
endurance commented Geiger of his
teammate However once you cut
down the distance to where more foot
speed is required well hes not as much
in his element anymore
If he doubts my foot speed ar-
gued Boston I should remind him of
die 55- sccond quarter I splitted in the 4
by 400 relay on Saturday at Denison
The two will head off Friday on
the new KAC track following field
events at 530
Geiger and Boston go head to
meet record to 6- 5 The Hiram meet
performances were different for many
different reasons said Amador First
of all they took place after nearly an
entire season of training I need the
intense training over the holidays to
really do well in the pool
When asked about her per-
formance against Hiram College
Amador said I was coming offof two
really good meets for me individually
am a wimpy freshman from nowhere
Wisconsin yet I ve been running circles
around him all year He continued
I really respect him for all hes done
for Kenyons running but then again
how can you respect a guy who youve
beaten every race so far this year cross
country and track
Both Boston and Geiger focus
on middle distance during the indoor
track season The event at the center of
their rivalry is die 1- mile The mile is a
unique crossover between the longer
distance of races such as the 3000m and
the grueling speed of shorter distance
races Strategy is key and Boston and
Geiger realize that
I think experience is one my big-
gest advantages said Geiger Ive been
around for a while Im the grizzled vet
life threatening
BY CHESTER LIWOSZ
StaffReporter
You could say the whole of our
lives and fates have conspired to place us
on the starting line against each other
said Jim Boston 09 of teammate and
rival Mark Geiger 06 The two will face
off against each other for the first time
this season on Friday at the Kenyon
Athletic Centers inaugural meet
The opening of the new facility
brings with it the opportunity for new
glory said Geiger making no attempt
to downplay Fridays meet It will taily
be a historic event and Im not letting
some upstart fresh from Wisconsin be
the one to set the new record
Mark will be runningforhis pride-
on Friday retaliated Boston Here I
BROUGHT TO YOU
Friday the 9th
The Main Event
featuring
Fools on the Hill a
Two Drink Minimum
with guest performances by
kokosingers chasers
in Rosse Hall at 730pm
1 this week during dinner
and 2 at the door
There will be raffled prizes
throughout the event
Sign up on the 2nd floor of
